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Abstract

Open domain response generation is the task001
of creating a response given a user query in002
any topics/domain. Limited by context and003
reference information, responses generated by004
current systems are often “bland” or generic.005
In this paper, we combine a response gen-006
eration model with a retrieval system that007
searches for relevant utterances and responses,008
and extracts keywords from the retrieved re-009
sults to guide the response generation. Our010
model uses a keyword extraction module to011
extract two types of keywords in an unsuper-012
vised fashion: (1) keywords in the query not013
found in the retrieved utterances (DIFFKEY),014
and (2) overlapping keywords among the re-015
trieved responses (SIMKEY). Given these key-016
words, we use a two-stage transformer that017
first decides where to insert the keywords in018
the response, and then generates the full re-019
sponse given the location of the keywords. The020
keyword extraction module and the two-stage021
transformer are connected in a single network,022
and so our system is trained end-to-end. Exper-023
imental results on Cornell Movie-Dialog cor-024
pus, Douban and Weibo demonstrate that our025
model outperforms state-of-the-art systems in026
terms of ROUGE, relevance scores and human027
evaluation. Source code of our model is avail-028
able at: ANONYMISED.029

1 Introduction030

Open domain response generation aims to develop031

conversational agents that can interact and commu-032

nicate in a variety of topics (Sordoni et al., 2015; Li033

et al., 2016a; Vinyals and Le, 2015; Serban et al.,034

2015), and it differs from task-oriented dialogue035

systems which are designed to work towards a spe-036

cific goal in a particular domain (e.g. finding a037

restaurant). There are generally two approaches038

for open domain response generation: retrieval and039

generation methods. Retrieval approaches search040

for answers from an existing corpus of dialogues041

Query

(q)

What’s your suggestion about holiday ?

How about going to the seaside ?

Retrieved

Utterance1

(u0
1)

What’s your suggestion for tomorrow?

How about outdoor sports?

Utterance2

(u0
2)

Tomorrow is the weekend. I give your

husband a suggestion to have a rest.

DIFFKEY holiday / going / to / seaside /

Response1

(r01)

Leave me alone. I just want to have a

rest at home and do some housework.

Response2

(r02)

You are right. He just at home for one day

last month and didn’t have enough rest.

SIMKEY just / have / rest / at / home

Response

(r)

I just want to rest at home on holiday ,

not go to the seaside .

Table 1: An example of query (q) and its re-
trieved utterances (u0) and responses (r0). DIFFKEY
is highlighted , while SIMKEY is bolded.

to use them as response. Responses created by re- 042

trieval methods tend to be partially relevant and 043

often do not directly address the queries, as the cor- 044

pus is unlikely to have full coverage for all queries. 045

Generation methods, on the other hand, are able to 046

create fitting and natural responses but they tend 047

to be short and generic (Li et al., 2016a). Com- 048

bining both approaches would allow us to generate 049

responses that are more diverse, interesting and rel- 050

evant. Although there are a number of studies that 051

explore combining both approaches, recent studies 052

train the retrieval and generation component sep- 053

arately, with each component requiring different 054

training data (Cai et al., 2019a,b; Tian et al., 2020; 055

Gao et al., 2021). Existing studies also tend to use 056

hidden representations as additional signals — e.g. 057

that of skeleton words (Cai et al., 2019a) or abstract 058

(Tian et al., 2019) — while our method uses key- 059

words directly, and so is more interpretable as we 060

can analyse specifically what keywords lead to a 061

particular generated response. 062
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In this paper, we introduce a novel end-to-end063

system that combines retrieval and generation meth-064

ods for open domain response generation. Given065

a query (q), our model first searches for relevant066

utterances (u0) and responses (r0) in a corpus of067

existing dialogues, and extracts two sets of key-068

words: DIFFKEY and SIMKEY. Using Table 1 as069

an example, DIFFKEY corresponds to words in the070

query (q) that are not found in the retrieved utter-071

ances (u01 and u
0
2), e.g. holiday and seaside; while072

SIMKEY are overlapping words in the retrieved re-073

sponses (r01 and r
0
2), e.g. rest and home. Intuitively,074

DIFFKEY are keywords that are not captured by075

existing dialogues, and they are extracted so that076

the generated response would include them to im-077

prove its relevance to the query. SIMKEY can be078

interpreted as guiding keywords — the fact that079

they are frequently mentioned in the retrieved re-080

sponses indicate that they are useful keywords to081

incorporate in the generated response. To capture082

word similarity beyond their surface forms, our sys-083

tem leverages transformer’s attention mechanism084

to extract these keywords.085

Given these keywords, we use a two-stage trans-086

former to generate the final response. The first087

transformer takes the keywords as (unordered) in-088

put and decides where to insert them in the final089

response, creating a sentence where the predicted090

positions contain the keywords and other positions091

are masked tokens (e.g. “[mask] just [mask] [mask]092

rest at home [mask] holiday [mask] [mask] go to093

[mask] seaside”). The second transformer works094

like a text infilling model (Donahue et al., 2020),095

where it takes the masked sentence as input and096

“fill in the blanks” to generate the final response.097

The keyword extraction module and the two-stage098

transformer are connected in a single network, and099

as such the full model is trained end-to-end, requir-100

ing only a dialogue corpus as training data.101

We conduct experiments on English and Chi-102

nese dialogue datasets and demonstrate that our sys-103

tem outperforms benchmark systems consistently104

across three datasets based on ROUGE, relevance105

scores and human evaluation, creating a new state-106

of-the-art for open domain response generation.107

2 Related Work108

Response generation can be broadly categorised109

into retrieval-based, generation-based and hybrid110

methods, which we review below.111

Retrieval-based methods. Given an utterance,112

retrieval-based methods relies on matching algo- 113

rithms to find the most relevant utterance in the 114

conversation history to use its response as the out- 115

put. The key is in developing matching algorithms 116

that can measure textual relevance between two 117

utterances (Hu et al., 2014). Early studies mainly 118

focus on response selection for single-turn conver- 119

sations (Wang et al., 2013). More recently, multi- 120

turn retrieval-based conversation methods are also 121

explored (Zhang et al., 2018). 122

Generation-based methods. By and large, 123

generation methods use the sequence-to-sequence 124

framework (Sutskever et al., 2014) for response 125

generation. Attention (Bahdanau et al., 2015) and 126

copy (Gu et al., 2016) mechanisms have been 127

widely used to improve the performance of the 128

original sequence-to-sequence framework. As gen- 129

erated responses tend to be generic, several meth- 130

ods are proposed to improve the diversity of the 131

generated responses, e.g. by incorporating topic 132

information (Wu et al., 2019b) or using latent vari- 133

able models (Serban et al., 2017). Li et al. (2016c) 134

experiment with reinforcement learning to further 135

improve generation quality, and Liu et al. (2020) 136

incorporate adversarial learning to reduce gender 137

bias in its response generation. Xu et al. (2021) 138

incorporate a keyword decoder to generate key- 139

words based on the dialogue history and feed these 140

keywords to the response generator. 141

Hybrid methods. Song et al. (2016) propose 142

combining both generation and retrieval methods 143

for generating responses. Pandey et al. (2018) re- 144

trieve similar conversations and weight them to 145

guide generation. Miao et al. (2019); Cao et al. 146

(2018); Wu et al. (2019a) develop retrieve-then-edit 147

techniques for text generation improve the quality 148

of the generated response. Cai et al. (2019b); Tian 149

et al. (2020); Kazemnejad et al. (2020) treat the 150

retrieval and generation as disjointed components 151

and train them separately, but this means plenty of 152

additional data is needed. Unlike other studies that 153

largely focus on improving the generation com- 154

ponent, Wu et al. (2020) propose improving the 155

performance of the retrieval component through 156

entity alignment. Compared to previous studies, 157

our proposed method is unique in how it extracts 158

keywords from the retrieved conversations (most 159

studies only use the retrieved conversations as ad- 160

ditional input without keyword extraction (Yang 161

et al., 2019; Tian et al., 2019; Cai et al., 2019b)); 162

the closest work to ours is Wu et al. (2018), while 163
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only using the top-1 retrieved utterance-response164

pairs and so do not consider overlapping keywords165

among the responses.166

3 Model Architecture167

3.1 Model Overview168

The overall architecture of our system is presented169

in Figure 1, which consists of a retrieval model and170

a generation model. Given a query q, the retrieval171

model first retrieves top-N utterance-response pairs172

(u0
i
, r

0
i
) from corpus D. The generation model then173

extracts the keywords (DIFFKEY and SIMKEY)174

using the semantic alignment keyword extraction175

(SAKE) module, and the extracted keywords are176

fed to the two-stage transformer to generate the177

final response r̂.178

3.2 Retrieval Model179

We use Lucene1 to index and find top-K (K =180

2) best utterances in corpus D based on Jaccard181

similarity:2182

J(A,B) =
|A \B|
|A [B|183

where A and B are the bag-of-words of utterances.184

3.3 Semantic Alignment Keyword Extraction185

(SAKE)186

In SAKE, the goal is to extract DIFFKEY and187

SIMKEY, given the query q and retrieved utterance-188

response pairs (u0
i
, r

0
i
). We first use a 1-layer trans-189

former (Vaswani et al., 2017) to encode the text:190

191

e = TF(S, P ) (1)192

where S represents either q, u0
i
, or r0

i
; and P is the193

corresponding positional embeddings. e 2 RL⇥D194

is the contextualised word embeddings (where L195

denotes the length of sentence and D the embed-196

ding dimension).197

To align two sentences, we adapt the alignment198

approach by Tsai et al. (2019), which was proposed199

to align sequences of different modalities (e.g. text200

with audio). We first provide a generic description201

of the alignment method, and come back to explain202

how to extract DIFFKEY and SIMKEY based on q,203

u
0
i
, and r

0
i
.204

Single-source Alignment. Given two sentences,205

↵ and �, our goal is to align words in ↵ to the words206

1
https://lucene.apache.org/.

2We consider only utterances that have Jaccard similarity
between 0.5–0.9.

in � via query/key/value attention. After encoding 207

the sentences with a transformer (Equation 1), we 208

have e↵ 2 RL↵⇥D and e� 2 RL�⇥D. We then 209

project the embeddings to query, key and value 210

vectors, i.e. Q↵ = e↵WQ, K� = e�WK and V� = 211

e�WV , where WQ, WK and WV 2 RD⇥H and 212

H is the projected dimension. Y 2 RL↵⇥H , the 213

semantic alignment output is computed as follows: 214

Y = SA(e↵, e�)

= softmax

 
Q↵K

T

�p
dk

!
V�

215

Multi-source Alignment. Here we extend the 216

alignment of one sentence to N sentences, i.e. ↵ 217

is one sentence but � is now a group of sentences 218

� = {�1, ...,�N}, by aligning a pair of sentences 219

iteratively and summing up their outputs: 220

Y
[N ] =

NX

i

SA(e↵, e�i) 221

Figure 2 presents an illustration of the multi- 222

source alignment method. Note that the key and 223

value projection matrix (WK and WV ) are shared 224

by all {�1, ...,�N}. 225

Recall that DIFFKEY are keywords in query q 226

that are not found in the retrieved utterance u
0
i
. In 227

this case, ↵ = q, and � = {u0
i
}N
i=1. For SIMKEY, 228

they are the overlapping words between the top-1 229

retrieved response r01 and other retrieved responses 230

{r0
i
}N
i=2, and so ↵ = r

0
1 and � = {r0

i
}N
i=2. For- 231

mally: 232

Y
[N ]

DIFFKEY =
NX

i=1

SA(eq, eu0
i
)

Y
[N ]

SIMKEY =
NX

i=2

SA(er01 , er0i)

(2) 233

To calculate the attention weights for each words 234

in the query (q) for DIFFKEY or in the first re- 235

sponse (r01) for SIMKEY, we compute M = 236

softmax

⇣
Y

[N] · WS + bS
⌘

, where Y
[N] repre- 237

sents either Y [N ]
DIFFKEY and Y

[N ]
SIMKEY. 238

After obtaining the attention weights, we use 239

them to weight the word embeddings as a soft ap- 240

proach to ‘extract’ the keywords.3 Using Table 1 241

as an example for DIFFKEY, we would weight all 242

3Strictly speaking they are subword embeddings, but for
ease of interpretation we use the term “word embeddings”
here.
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Figure 1: The architecture of proposed retrieval-generation model.
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Figure 2: Multi-source alignment ↵ (single sentence)
and � (N sentences).

the word embeddings in the query text (q) “What’s243

your suggestion about holiday ? How about go-244

ing to the seaside ?”, and words that receive low245

attention weights (such as what) would be effec-246

tively masked out. Note that at test time, we use247

an argmin and argmax operator to extract ⌘L248

words from q for DIFFKEY or r01 for SIMKEY re-249

spectively, where ⌘ is a scaling hyper-parameter250

that controls how many keywords to extract based251

on the original length of q or r01.252

3.4 Two-stage Transformer253

The DIFFKEY and SIMKEY produced by SAKE254

are keywords without ordering or positional infor-255

mation. To use them as input to guide the response256

generation,4 we first use a BERT model (Devlin257

et al., 2019a) to predict their positions in the re-258

4To clarify, during training DIFFKEY consists of the whole
query (q) and SIMKEY the first response (r01) (noting that their
embeddings are weighted by SAKE), but at test time DIFFKEY
and SIMKEY contain only a subset of words (selected by the
argmin and argmax operators respectively).

BERT

+

Two-stage Transformer

FC1+Softmax

BERT

FC2+Softmax

Rear-
ranging

Stage-1 Stage-2

!̂ 

Token 
Embedding

… … … …

hair sure change mood

Poitional 
Embedding

… …

sure [mask] hair [mask] mood [mask] changed

… … … … …

sure my hair and mood have changed

position: {3, 1, 7, 5}

Figure 3: Input and output of the two-stage transformer
at test time.

sponse, and then use another BERT to generate the 259

final response. Note that this second BERT is not 260

a fill-in-the-blanks model, as the final response is 261

constructed by taking the highest probability word 262

at every position. Also, during training we update 263

only the second BERT (first BERT parameters are 264

kept static). 265

Stage-1 Transformer. To imbue the keywords 266

with positional information, we feed them to BERT 267

to predict their positions: 268

g = BERT1([DIFFKEY; SIMKEY]) 269

pi = softmax(W1 gi + b1) 270

qi =
X

j

pi,jPj (3) 271

where Pj is the positional embedding for position j. 272

Intuitively, for a word in DIFFKEY or SIMKEY, pi 273

represents its probability distribution over different 274

positions, and qi its weighted positional embed- 275

ding. 276

Stage-2 Transformer. The second transformer 277

is also a BERT, and similarly takes DIFFKEY and 278

SIMKEY as input and its goal is to generate the final 279
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response. Here, we add the weighted positional280

embeddings (q) from the stage-1 transformer to the281

input:282

h = BERT2([DIFFKEY; SIMKEY]+

Q([DIFFKEY; SIMKEY]))

r̂i = softmax

⇣
W2hi + b2

⌘283

where Q is a function that applies the weighted284

positional embeddings (Equation 3) to each input285

word, and r̂i is the output word probability distribu-286

tion, and the whole model is optimised end-to-end287

based on cross-entropy loss: L = �
P

i
logP (r̂i).288

At test time, instead of computing the weighted289

positional embeddings (Equation 3), we use290

argmax to select the best position for each key-291

word, and introduce an additional step to re-arrange292

the keywords before feeding them to the stage-2293

transformer; see Figure 3 for an illustration. We294

also truncate the generated response after <EOS>295

is produced at test time (i.e. all words to the right296

of <EOS> are discarded).297

Intuitively, our stage-2 transformer can be in-298

terpreted as a text infilling model (Donahue et al.,299

2020), where it takes a masked sentence (that con-300

tains only important keywords) and learns how to301

“fill in the blanks” to create the response. As such,302

the generation process does not involve any decod-303

ing algorithms.304

3.5 End-to-end Training305

There are two components in the architecture that306

have non-differentiable operations that prevent307

end-to-end training: (1) keyword (DIFFKEY and308

SIMKEY) generation in SAKE; and (2) position309

prediction of keywords by stage-1 transformer. For310

(1), we do not use the attention weights to ex-311

tract keywords; rather we use the weights to score312

the words in query and responses, and feed their313

weighted word embeddings to the two-stage trans-314

former. For (2), we similarly do not commit to an315

argmax predicted position for the keywords — we316

instead compute a weighted positional embedding317

for each word based on the probability distribution318

over different positions. These tricks allows us to319

avoid using any non-differentiable operations, and320

so the network can be trained end-to-end using stan-321

dard cross-entropy loss of ground truth response.322

4 Experiments 323

4.1 Datasets and Evaluation Metrics 324

We use two Chinese datasets (Douban (Wu et al., 325

2018) and Weibo5) and an English dataset (Cor- 326

nell Movie-Dialog corpus6 (Danescu-Niculescu- 327

Mizil and Lee, 2011)) to evaluate our response 328

generation system. All three datasets consist of 329

human conversations in the form of utterance and 330

response pairs. For Douban, there are 19,623,374 331

original pairs. After removing pairs with high pro- 332

portion of symbols (e.g. punctuations and emoti- 333

cons) and very long sentences (> 50 words), we 334

retain 11,321,313 pairs. Weibo and Cornell each 335

has 4,281,692 pairs and 430,579 respectively after 336

undergoing the same preprocessing. We release 337

the source code of our experiments and the Weibo 338

dataset to facilitate replication and research.7 To 339

evaluate our model, we use the following metrics: 340

ROUGE (Lin, 2004): This metric measures 341

the similarity between the generated response and 342

ground truth response by evaluating their n-gram 343

overlap. 344

Relevance: This also measures similarity, but 345

uses cosine similarity of word embeddings instead 346

to evaluate textual relevance. To aggregate the 347

word embeddings of a sentence, we follow Liu et al. 348

(2016) by taking the mean embeddings (“Average”) 349

and max-pooled embeddings (i.e. maximum value 350

over words for each dimension; “Max”) before 351

computing the cosine similarity. We also compute 352

another variant where we do not pool the word 353

embeddings but greedily find the best matching 354

words in the text pairs (“Greedy”). 355

Diversity (Li et al., 2016b): This measures the 356

repetitiveness of the generated response, and is 357

computed based on the ratios of distinct unigrams 358

(Dist-1) and bigrams (Dist-2). This metric does not 359

use the ground truth response. 360

Human: Thirty annotators are invited to judge 361

the generated responses of different systems on 362

two aspects on a 4-point ordinal scale: fluency (F) 363

and relevance (R). Details of the crowdsourcing 364

experiments are provided in the Appendix. 365

5We collect the data by scraping microblog posts from
https://weibo.com/

6
https://www.cs.cornell.edu/~cristian/

Cornell_Movie-Dialogs_Corpus.html

7
ANONYMISED.COM.

5

https://weibo.com/
https://www.cs.cornell.edu/~cristian/Cornell_Movie-Dialogs_Corpus.html
https://www.cs.cornell.edu/~cristian/Cornell_Movie-Dialogs_Corpus.html
ANONYMISED.COM


Types Models ROUGE Relevance Diversity Human
Pretrained Rtv Gen R-1 R-2 R-L Average Max Greedy Dist-1 Dist-2 F R

X S2S+Attn 37.82 17.87 33.73 0.314 0.157 0.327 0.049 0.088 2.81 3.04
X CVAE 41.89 20.86 39.49 0.339 0.182 0.357 0.076 0.145 3.14 3.13
X KW+S2S 47.14 24.05 42.86 0.378 0.214 0.387 0.133 0.242 3.51 3.52

X X BERT 42.81 21.49 39.92 0.364 0.211 0.366 0.104 0.172 3.43 3.57
X X UniLM 44.24 23.07 40.27 0.373 0.205 0.371 0.121 0.189 3.47 3.38
X X GPT-3 47.11 23.92 41.77 0.378 0.209 0.389 0.137 0.211 3.58 3.56

X Retrieval 30.81 13.87 27.33 0.252 0.131 0.269 0.103 0.249 3.81 3.20
X Rtv+Rank 34.57 18.23 32.44 0.327 0.157 0.336 0.129 0.212 3.84 3.25
X X Edit 45.81 21.99 43.01 0.369 0.198 0.376 0.112 0.207 3.44 3.51
X X Reranker 45.16 21.04 42.71 0.357 0.194 0.380 0.094 0.182 3.47 3.51
X X MemDistill 46.76 22.59 43.67 0.374 0.204 0.386 0.107 0.212 3.48 3.49
X X SkelGen 46.69 21.13 43.09 0.369 0.211 0.375 0.116 0.231 3.43 3.51

X X X RAG 46.81 22.19 42.78 0.375 0.211 0.382 0.104 0.192 3.52 3.57
X X X Ours 48.72 24.45 43.28 0.381 0.214 0.393 0.121 0.231 3.55 3.60

Types Models ROUGE Relevance Diversity Human
Pretrained Rtv Gen R-1 R-2 R-L Average Max Greedy Dist-1 Dist-2 F R

X S2S+Attn 36.77 20.14 35.07 0.346 0.179 0.358 0.026 0.084 3.12 3.08
X CVAE 44.15 23.12 41.39 0.361 0.187 0.374 0.086 0.142 3.30 3.25
X KW+S2S 50.32 25.23 48.01 0.390 0.241 0.392 0.163 0.222 3.45 3.49

X X BERT 48.64 27.71 48.73 0.391 0.262 0.397 0.147 0.285 3.58 3.57
X X UniLM 50.33 30.19 49.81 0.403 0.267 0.408 0.142 0.342 3.51 3.56

X Retrieval 32.41 15.21 28.03 0.302 0.153 0.322 0.111 0.472 3.82 3.41
X Rtv+Rank 38.29 18.17 35.14 0.361 0.174 0.378 0.167 0.494 3.87 3.40
X X Edit 50.82 26.71 48.38 0.394 0.253 0.401 0.152 0.158 3.44 3.56
X X Reranker 50.64 26.60 47.81 0.386 0.236 0.397 0.125 0.161 3.41 3.52
X X MemDistill 50.82 26.71 48.38 0.394 0.253 0.401 0.152 0.158 3.47 3.55
X X SkelGen 51.14 26.79 49.03 0.401 0.261 0.407 0.158 0.181 3.45 3.56

X X X RAG 52.02 27.69 50.31 0.409 0.276 0.413 0.152 0.271 3.50 3.57
X X X Ours 52.43 29.87 50.41 0.416 0.296 0.421 0.203 0.314 3.56 3.64

Types Models ROUGE Relevance Diversity Human
Pretrained Rtv Gen R-1 R-2 R-L Average Max Greedy Dist-1 Dist-2 F R

X S2S+Attn 33.74 18.16 30.62 0.331 0.172 0.345 0.061 0.081 3.08 3.22
X CVAE 42.32 21.83 38.78 0.362 0.189 0.368 0.076 0.201 3.31 3.29
X KW+S2S 47.92 29.11 45.98 0.374 0.208 0.378 0.142 0.281 3.52 3.48

X X BERT 45.11 27.78 46.03 0.371 0.216 0.379 0.135 0.206 3.46 3.51
X X UniLM 48.76 31.89 47.09 0.382 0.223 0.394 0.202 0.364 3.51 3.49

X Retrieval 30.19 14.88 28.36 0.274 0.142 0.289 0.131 0.466 3.75 3.38
X Rtv+Rank 36.49 17.67 35.44 0.354 0.181 0.361 0.137 0.431 3.84 3.41
X X Edit 48.27 29.81 46.53 0.393 0.216 0.385 0.134 0.189 3.48 3.50
X X Reranker 48.21 29.91 47.37 0.378 0.206 0.383 0.128 0.237 3.46 3.46
X X MemDistill 48.82 30.21 47.71 0.381 0.212 0.387 0.131 0.231 3.52 3.57
X X SkelGen 49.18 30.31 48.72 0.384 0.220 0.393 0.102 0.251 3.54 3.56

X X X RAG 50.28 30.18 49.62 0.387 0.238 0.402 0.137 0.302 3.54 3.58
X X X Ours 51.79 32.07 51.35 0.393 0.266 0.411 0.188 0.297 3.59 3.61

Table 2: Results on Cornell (top), Weibo (middle) and Douban (bottom). Boldfont indicates optimal performance
for a metric in a dataset. For model types, “Rtv” = retrieval method, “Gen”= generation method, and “Pretrained”
= whether it uses pretrained models.

4.2 Baselines/Benchmarks366

We compare our method against the following base-367

line/benchmark systems (which covers sequence-368

to-sequence, retrieval and hybrid methods):369

S2S+Attn: Recurrent network-based sequence-370

to-sequence with attention model (Bahdanau et al.,371

2015).372

CVAE: Conditional variational auto-encoder373

proposed by Zhao et al. (2017) to improve the di-374

versity of generated responses.375

KW+S2S: A generation-based model that uses376

a keyword encoder-decoder to generate keywords377

given the dialogue history, which are then concate- 378

nated with the dialogue history to generate the re- 379

sponse (Xu et al., 2021). KW+S2S is trained end- 380

to-end and the ground truth keywords are extracted 381

using TF-IDF. 382

UniLM, BERT, GPT-3: These are pre-trained 383

language models fine-tuned for response generation 384

(Dong et al., 2019; Devlin et al., 2019b; Brown 385

et al., 2020).8 We only have English results for 386

8Note that for BERT we generate the full sentence by
selecting the highest probability word in each position in one
step and do not do left-to-right decoding (as it does not have a
decoder).
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GPT-3 as it does not support Chinese.387

Retrieval: Baseline retrieval model that388

searches for the most relevant utterance (Lucene)389

and returns its response as the result.390

Rtv+Rank: Retrieval method that searches for391

top-20 utterances based on Retrieval; two LSTM392

models are trained to encode pairs of utterances393

to select the most relevant response (Lowe et al.,394

2015).395

Edit: Hybrid method that retrieves the most rel-396

evant utterance and computes two edit vectors to397

represent novel words in the query and the retrieved398

utterance to guide response generation (Wu et al.,399

2018). Note that this method retrieves only 1 rele-400

vant utterance, and as such does not capture simi-401

larity among relevant responses like our model.402

Reranker: Hybrid method that has 2 compo-403

nents: (1) a generator that takes encoded reprense-404

tations of conversation context and retrieved re-405

sponses as input to generate a response; and (2)406

a neural reranker that selects the best response407

among generated and retrieved responses (Yang408

et al., 2019).409

MemDistill: Hybrid method that first clusters410

training query-response pairs and stores them in411

memory, and trains a generator to retrieve the most412

relevant query-response cluster from the memory413

to guide its generation (Tian et al., 2019). The414

method is unique in that it uses query-response415

cluster as a guide (rather than individual responses416

like our and other benchmark systems).417

SkelGen: Hybrid transformer-based method418

that reranks a set of retrieved responses to select419

the best response as input for the generator to cre-420

ate a response (Cai et al., 2019b). The reranker421

is trained separately (using ground truth query-422

response pairs) to the generator, and the framework423

does not extract any keywords (the best response424

only serves as additional sequence to generator).425

RAG: End-to-end hybrid model that uses BERT426

as the neural retriever and BART as the gen-427

erator. RAG is designed as a general purpose428

retrieval-augmented generation system, and so uses429

Wikipedia as the knowledge source (Lewis et al.,430

2020).431

4.3 Experimental Settings432

We set word embedding dimension to 512, trans-433

former hidden state dimension to 1024, and dropout434

rate to 0.3. We use a vocabulary size of 30,004435

(30,000 words and 4 special symbols). For SAKE,436

Models ROUGE Relevance Diversity Human
F R

Ours 45.07 0.357 0.243 3.59 3.61

�SIMKEY 37.12 0.289 0.136 - -
�DIFFKEY 38.54 0.301 0.148 - -

�Stage-1 43.21 0.347 0.191 - -

Table 3: Ablation results where we measure the impact
of DIFFKEY, SIMKEY and stage-1 transformer.

the number of retrieved results K = 2, the pro- 437

jected dimension H = 5 and ⌘ = 0.2. We use a 438

batch size of 512 and train for 30 epochs for all 439

baselines and our model, and halve the learning 440

rate when development performance worsens. We 441

use the base model for BERT, and the uncased vari- 442

ant for English. All baseline/benchmark models 443

use their default recommended hyper-parameter 444

configuration. 445

4.4 Results 446

Overall Experiments. Table 2 presents the full 447

results, where the top, middle and bottom sub- 448

tables are Cornell, Weibo and Douban results, re- 449

spectively. Generally, we see that the hybrid sys- 450

tems are better models compared to pure gener- 451

ation and retrieval systems. Our model shows a 452

strong performance: it substantially outperforms 453

most baselines and benchmark systems in ROUGE 454

and relevance scores across all 3 datasets, creating 455

a new state-of-the-art. 456

In terms of human evaluation, the generated re- 457

sponses of our model are also more fluent and rel- 458

evant than all generation and hybrid systems, al- 459

though they are admittedly less fluent compared to 460

retrieval systems (as their output are human-written 461

responses). For diversity, we see a similar trend 462

where retrieval systems tend to have an upper hand, 463

although when compared to non-retrieval systems, 464

our model outperforms all these systems by a com- 465

fortable margin. 466

Ablation Study. To study the influence of the 467

individual components (e.g. the impact of the num- 468

ber retrieved results K, SAKE and two-stage trans- 469

former) in our system, we perform several ablation 470

studies based on Douban (test set). All studies 471

present the average scores of the different variants 472

of ROUGE, relevance and diversity. 473

We assess the effectiveness of our keyword ex- 474

traction module by removing either SIMKEY and 475

DIFFKEY and present the results in Table 3. It ap- 476
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Figure 4: Multi-source alignment output produced by
SAKE (Equation 2) for extracting DIFFKEY from the
query (left) and SIMKEY from the first retrieved re-
sponse (right). Darker colour indicates lower magni-
tude/strength.

pears that removing either keywords degrades the477

response substantially across all metrics, indicat-478

ing the importance of both keywords. That said,479

SIMKEY seems to be marginally more effective480

than DIFFKEY in guiding the response generation.481

We also test the impact of ordering the keywords482

by creating a variant where we remove the stage-1483

transformer and feed DIFFKEY and SIMKEY to484

stage-2 transformer without ordering information485

(i.e. positional embeddings are not added to the486

input). Results are in the last row of Table 3. We487

see a dip in performance across all metrics, sug-488

gesting it is beneficial to decompose the generation489

task into a two-step process where we predict the490

order of the keywords before using them to drive491

the response generation.492

Qualitative Analysis. We present the generated493

responses and the retrieved conversations by our494

system for two queries from the Cornell Movie-495

Dialog corpus (top) and Douban (bottom) Table496

4. We can see the retrieved utterance and response497

pairs provide additional context for the query, and498

the generated responses are largely driven by the499

extracted keywords (SIMKEY and DIFFKEY).500

To qualitatively understand the output of the501

SAKE through multi-source alignment, we present502

the alignment output Y [N ]
DIFFKEY and Y

[N ]
SIMKEY (pro-503

duced by Equation 2) in Figure 4. The query and504

top-2 retrieved utterance-response pairs are pre-505

sented at the top of Table 4. Here we can see that506

words such as did and hair are selected as DIF-507

FKEY from the query due to their low alignment508

Query Did you change your hair

Retrieved

Utterance1 What happened about your hair
Utterance2 Are you sure you won’t change your mind
Response1 I am sure I just change my hair and mood
Response2 Sure, my mind change with mood

Keywords did / hair / sure / change / mood

Generated Response Sure my hair and mood have changed

Query ⌘�)Û˙ªRR
I want to go out tomorrow

Retrieved

Utterance1 ⌘Û˙ªRR*3
I want going out to sunbathe

Utterance2 ⌘Û�)˙Ë‡: (∂*E
I’m going out tomorrow because I’ve
been at home too long

Response1 �)/*})
It ’s a fine day tomorrow

Response2 )Ñ•Ù�)/⇢ë° *3
The weather forecast says it will be cloudy
tomorrow and there will be no sun

Keywords �) /˙ª /})
tomorrow / go out / fine weather

Generated Response �)⇢/*⇥�˙ªÑ})
Tomorrow is a fine day to go out

Table 4: Generated responses and retrieved conversa-
tions for two utterances from the Cornell Movie-Dialog
corpus (top) and Douban (bottom).

strength with the retrieved utterances (see Table 509

4), while sure, change and mood are extracted as 510

SIMKEY from the first retrieved response as these 511

words are also mentioned in the second retrieved 512

response. 513

Seeing function words such as did and sure are 514

being selected as keywords (which seem counter- 515

intuitive), we did another experiment where we 516

use a stopword list to filter these words in SAKE. 517

We found that the results worsen, and hypothesise 518

that these words could be more important than they 519

appear as we are working with response generation 520

for casual conversation/dialogue. 521

5 Conclusion 522

We introduce an end-to-end response generation 523

model that extracts keywords from retrieved con- 524

versations to guide the response generation. Our 525

system combines the benefits of retrieval and gen- 526

eration methods, and utilises modern pre-trained 527

language models and their attention mechanism for 528

keyword extraction and response generation. We 529

evaluate our system on 3 datasets over two lan- 530

guages (English and Chinese), and demonstrate 531

that it outperforms benchmark systems in ROUGE, 532

relevance scores and human evaluation, creating a 533

new state-of-the-art. 534
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Appendix

Anonymous ACL submission

1 Human Evaluation001

We use the same methodology to collect human002

annotations for all three datasets. For each dataset,003

we randomly sample 200 generated dialogues (orig-004

inal query+generated response) and divide them005

into four batches (50 dialogues each batch). Six-006

teen native speakers (Chinese or English depending007

on the dataset) were invited to rate the generated008

responses on a 4-point scale;
1

Table 1 presents an009

example. The judges are broken into four groups,010

and each batch of dialogues is annotated by two011

groups of judges. For each dialogue, we have 2012

ratings for each aspect (fluency or relevance) and013

we take the average as the final rating. Within a014

batch, if the ratings differ substantially between015

the two groups of judges, a third group of judges016

will be invited to annotate the batch. The judges do017

not have access to the ground-truth response, and018

see only the query and system-generated responses.019

Each worker is paid USD $0.15 for annotating a020

query. For fluency evaluation, the 4-point scale is021

described as follows:022

1: hard to read;023

2: not quite fluent and has several grammati-024

cal errors;025

3: fluent response with few errors026

4: fluent response without errors.027

For relevancy:028

1: totally irrelevant;029

2: marginally relevant;030

3: somewhat relevant but not directly related031

to the query032

4: relevant.033

1
We use the Tencent online document platform for con-

ducting the crowdsourcing experiments: https://docs.
qq.com/

Original

Query

Would you be willing to relocate if required?

Generated Response

Fluency Relevance

1 location I course not. I like apple best.

2 I of course for it. Shanghai is the most

international city in China.

3 No preference for I. Shanghai is good for me.

4 Of course, I have no Of course, I have no

preference for location. preference for location.
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Table 1: An example of scoring criteria.
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